The Formation of Educational Programs in the Digital Environment
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Abstract. All the components of the university basic educational program and its formation in one system with the choice of the formation unit – academic discipline are presented at the modeling level. A model, which is a unique system for the formation of educational programs and their components, is proposed. It allows to increase the mobility of all university departments that implement educational programs during licensing, accreditation and other examinations.

1 Introduction

In the digital economy it is necessary to change the approach to education management. The educational process should be not only flexible, but also mobile in accordance with modern requirements during its’ formation [1, 2, 3]. Currently, all educational organizations are developing regulations or local normative acts that govern the design process of educational programs [4, 5].

The design of educational programs is necessary for solving two groups of problems in universities:

1) maintaining the quality of education at a high level for the training of highly qualified personnel;

2) ensuring accreditation and licensing indicators at the highest quality level.

Most of the works [6, 7, 8] discuss the theoretical and methodological foundations of training highly qualified personnel for the modern Russian economy, related to the formation of the learning process as an electronic open socio-pedagogical system. The issues of educational structures integration in the higher education system are considered, innovative processes, which reflect the features of the formation of the higher education system programs, including ones with the advanced character, practice-oriented and differentiated approaches, are determined [9, 10]. Some works are devoted to the design of educational programs in general, but does not affect the methods of their formation in an automated digital environment [11]. However, it is currently impossible to imagine the sustainable development of a modern university without automation of key areas of higher educational institution activity [12].

The introduction of automated information systems for the educational process controlling in Russia became widespread with the introduction of federal state educational
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standards of the 3rd generation. The software developers in this area offer their own methods and means of the educational process controlling. A review and selection of the most effective and appropriate education controlling systems for a particular university is presented in [13, 14].

The study of the possibilities of using automated systems specifically for the educational programs design is the main difference of the proposed research from previous ones, presented in works.

The project methodological basis consists from pedagogical and scientific principles and approaches: systemic, active, competency-based, personality-oriented approaches in the carrying out educational activities and the implementation of the educational process; principles of continuity, variability, integration in the MEP formation and design.

The development of a modern university and the automation of educational activities are inextricably linked with each other in the digital era [15]. A wide variety and complex dynamically changing connections of business processes implemented in higher education institutions determine the functional and structural features of the university automation systems [16]. On the one hand, each department solves its characteristic tasks. This requires the creation of specialized software products for these departments. On the other hand, it is necessary to realize the interaction of various subsystems among themselves. A logical solution to this problem is the introduction of a unified automated university information system with one database for storing all information, which will provide the necessary flexibility and efficient exchange of information between subsystems thanks to the modular architecture. The actualization and implementation of such an integrated system makes it possible to increase the effectiveness of university management as a whole significantly.

2 Methods and solutions

There is a number of additional difficulties associated with the volume of generated documents while designing educational programs in large universities, such as BMSTU. Nowadays BMSTU implements about 500 educational programs, including 10,000 programs of disciplines and practices. It isn’t possible to obtain high-quality educational programs with such a volume of data without the use of modern digital technologies.

Thus, the goal has been set: to develop own model for the design of educational programs at BMSTU for increasing the efficiency of educational process management and, as a result, improving the quality of education through the use of modern digital technologies [17].

The developed model for educational programs designing allows to form the components of educational programs and their participants in one system, while ensuring the flexibility of educational trajectories, mobility of all the university departments and improving the quality of training [18].

The control of the educational program through a unique system of the formation of all its components allows to calculate the effectiveness of programs at all stages of implementation, identifying unprofitable elements at early stages with the possibility of their subsequent updating, and conducting multi-stage expert quality control of the prepared documents [19, 20].

BMSTU is currently implementing 478 educational programs at all levels of higher education (Fig. 1).
The main educational program (MEP) is a complex of the main characteristics of education (volume, content, planned results), organizational and pedagogical conditions, certification forms, which are presented in the form of a curriculum, calendar curriculum, work programs of educational subjects, courses, disciplines (modules), other components, as well as assessment and methodological materials (Part 9 of Article 2 of the Federal Law "On Education in the Russian Federation" dated by December 29, 2012 No. 273-FL). The organization and implementation of educational activities for educational programs are enshrined in the documents of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation.

Schematically, the components of MEP are shown in fig. 2.

The educational program is a voluminous multi-page document (Fig. 3).
And the requirements for the MEP implementation, which are prescribed in educational standards, supply the number of necessary documents for licensing and accreditation checks (Fig. 4).

3 Results and discussion

The first stage of modeling begins with filling out the “Library of Disciplines”. It is created for each department. The flexibility of the system allows one to enter parameters and control them, in accordance with the standards approved by orders on the organization of
students extracurricular independent work and point-rating system, as well as to improve the quantitative data of disciplines and practices to improve the training quality. The interface of each individual discipline or practice program includes data on their methodological support, forming a list of basic literature through the University electronic library system.

In addition, the programs of disciplines and practices can be formed as a document in the subsystem “Library of Disciplines” and, before being approved and downloaded for students to access, undergo multi-stage control: according to formal parameters - the presence of all necessary sections; in content - the conclusion of the expert-specialist. All this is held in electronic form and is controlled in the "Electronic University" system. Thus, the generated documents quality is achieved.

The subsystem "Curriculum" allows one to see the library of disciplines of all departments and to form curricula on their basis and obtain annual curricula automatically from them.

The subsystem "Standards" is the controlling element in the preparation of curricula in accordance with the requirements of educational standards. This subsystem is multilevel and includes data from federal state educational standards (FSES) of all generations, including self-established educational standards (SEES).

The system of calculating the training load of lecturers and the formation of staffing has been rethought. The subsystem "Calculation of the training load" automatically loads data from the curriculum, load standards, contingent and the curriculum additional module for the course’s formation. One can vary the number of positions by changing the parameters of the discipline, load standards and the volume of course’s training. The department training load consists of budgetary, extra-budgetary components, as well as the load associated with the training of foreign students. Additional modules of this subsystem allow one to create the department staffing and individual plans of lecturers.

Since a unified identification system has been introduced in the library of disciplines, this allows to improve and optimize the preparation of class schedules in the subsystem “Class schedule of the educational process” in many ways.

Thus, starting from a specific discipline, basic educational programs, including curricula, work programs of disciplines, annual curricula, are formed and the educational programs staffing and the schedule for conducting training sessions are determined from it. All these components are formed in a digital environment using the developed automated system.

## 4 Conclusion

An original model of the basic university educational programs design on the basis of a library of disciplines with multi-level quality control has been proposed.

The implementation of the developed design model of the basic educational programs for the individual components of the educational process using the information system "Electronic University" has been presented.

As a result of the work, a powerful tool has been obtained, which is adapted to the specifics of the educational processes design, including:
- automation of obtaining key educational processes, as a unique and innovative solution that allows to increase the level of educational process control quality;
- integration of all the data of the educational environment, contributing to the creation of a universal platform for communication of all its participants, in one place;
- prompt data accessing in various types of presentation;
- increasing the processes transparency;
acceleration of managerial decision making;
- reporting on accreditation and licensing checks online;
- implementation of an integrated approach to control the organization of the educational process, the formation of competencies and the construction of an individual trajectory by students due to the multifunctionality and mobility of the system.
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